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Adventurers League (a.k.a. D&D Adventurers League) is the Wizards of the Coast's flagship organized play program for the fifth edition of Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Because the forgotten Ossoo is the cornerstone of the fifth edition campaign, the League of Adventurers is determined in this world. Gameplay[edit | edit source] The Adventurers League is a continuation of the
D&amp;D Encounters program, which was part of the fourth edition of the experience. Stores that are members of the Wizards Play Network can submit reports about the results of adventures, just as they could during the Meetings app, but they no longer receive a weekly schedule. Faction[edit | edit source] The Adventurous League is reintroducing factions into a game that has
not been seen since the Legacy of the Green Regent RPGA campaign. Players are encouraged to join one of the five factions based on their class and alignment, which will lead to special side parties and rewards. There are five factions: History[edit | edit source] Since season 4, baldman Games publishers have been licensed to write official canonical modules, similar to other
publishers such as Kobold Press, Sasquatch Game Studio and Green Ronin Publishing while working on the main campaign modules. It was later modified to make Baldman Games' convention modules specific. Modules[edit | edit source] Designed to connect to published campaigns, modules designed for the league have an all-encompassing plan, which is currently focusing on
the link to the campaign arc. The nomenclature for module titles indicates that they will be issued in the seasons. I assume they're going to face changes in the main campaign. Modules are also written specifically for conventions, but these are not canonical. There are Author Only Adventures, which are great convention exclusives that can only be run by the person who wrote it.
If the author decides to retire such a module, the author may decide to make the Module Season 0, which will then be available for the wider game. D&amp;D Expeditions[edit source] Season 1 - Tyranny of Dragons[edit | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Tyranny of Dragons The Tyranny of Dragons storyline modules were primarily set in the city of Phlan, although
the module was also set on the coast of the sword. It's thematically related to the Hoard of the Dragon Queen and Tiamatic Ascent. Season 2 - Elemental Evil[edit | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Elemental Evil The Elemental Evil storyline modules were based in Mulmaster. It's thematically related to the Princes of The Apocalypse. Season 3 - Rage of Demons[edit
| edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Rage of Demons The Rage of Demons storyline modules were primarily set in the Moonsea region and on the shores of the sword. Thematic is related to Out of the Abyss. D&amp;D Adventurers League[edit | edit source] Season 4 - Curse | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Curse of Strahda Also titled Misty Fortunes
and Absent Hearts, The Curse of Strahd storyline modules were primarily set in demiplane of Dread of Barovia, but this was through obimu wiki, or is it shut down i some modules uu re-taking phlana in the moonsea region i par faerûniana character, transplanted in Baroviju. It's thematically related to the Fearful Curse. Season 5 - Storm King's Thunder[edit code | edit source] Main
article: Adventurers League/Storm King's Thunder The Storm King's Thunder season visits various resorts and nations, including Parnast and the surrounding Greypeak Mountains, Hartsvale, Nelanther Isles and several cities that surround Beregost, including Ulster and Durlas Tower. It's thematically related to Storm King's Thunder. Season 6 - Stories from The Eriver Portal[edit |
edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Eriver Portal Stories from the season Of The Erition portal provides introductory adventures for all modules included in the hardcover, edit them to happen in forgotten shingles, if they were originally designed to happen on councils other than Toril. There are also Epi for each module, so higher-level characters can enjoy adventures in
these places without being too strong. It is thematically linked to Tales from the Eeling portal. Season 7 - Tomb of destruction [edit code ] Main article: Adventurers League/Tomb of Annihilation The Tomb of Annihilation season is set in Chult, With the additional throes that, until the defeat of Acererak, it is not the case when the character dies, but that it was too rested to lose the
medical condition on the day of the game to death, but Acerakrere was defeated. It's thematically related to the Tomb of Destruction. Season 8 - Waterdeep[edit | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Waterdeep This season of adventures is set mainly in and below the city of Waterdeep. Thematic is related to Waterdeep: Dragon Heist and Waterdeep: Dungeon of the
Mad Mage. Season 9 - Avernus Rising[edit code | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/Avernus Rising Season Avernus Rising is primarily set in Baldur's Gate Series originally titled Inglorious Redemption; this was converted into Avernus Rising shortly after the release of the early batches of documents. It's thematically related to Baldur's gate: the descent into Avernus.
Season 10 - A Plague of Ancients[edit | edit source] Main article: Adventurers League/A Plague of Ancients The Plague of Ancients storyline modules are primarily set in the Icewind Dale region. Thematic is related to Icewind Dale: Rime of the Frostmaiden. Season 0[edit code | edit source] This season covers adventures that can be detected beyond the continuity of any other
season and also include Just adventures that have receded from this program. Some modules are not available for purchase from DM's Guild, as they were ever only released in print. Dreams of the Red Wizards[edit source] Another set of adventures that can take place outside the continuity of any other season, but released in a way similar to most other seasons, rather than in
the way of season 0. This season is a low-level adventurer, instead of focusing on modules designed exclusively for 5th and upper-level adventurers. They are also written in a way that allows them to connect to the adventure ghosts of Saltmarsh hardcover. Add-in [edit | edit source] External links[edit | edit source] Denial of responsibility: The views expressed in the following links
do not necessarily represent the views of the editors of this wiki, nor does any surrender that has been presented necessarily restrict the established canon. References[edit | edit source] With wizards who have in the fore life, I was thinking... I want to lead the team through the first season of the AL. I'd run it according to official rules. Any interest? I want to play. I do not know
much about Adventurers League,&amp;nbsp; but I've been playing for a few years and I'm running 5e matches and I'm going with roll20. I could easily identify as a reliable, simple, centrally timed apartment area, day job work, divergence using Grognardian varieties. Did you have a schedule in mind? Thanks for the DMing. Msg, if you think it would suit what you're looking for for
the players. I don't have a plan yet. I'm in the east time zone. My brother's going to play, too. As for the characters, I planned to do Session 0 at Discord to discuss the rules of the Adventurer's League, as well as for players to plan signs for the party.&amp;nbsp; I would probabally be interested given the days and times they will be running, I'm quite flexible atm as on lock, but
having a game on Wednesdays already I can't do that if there's time overlap. I've never played adventurer leage rules before tho, so I don't know how it goes. I'd be very interested if you were still looking for players. I'm on EDT, too. Hey, the id relay likes to play too well for any time relay im EDT as well as im sleep scheduled&amp;nbsp;is rubbish either way I can even play at
night .&amp;nbsp; That sounds nice, I'm east coast time &amp;lt;3 I have 5 rooms, and you're the first 5. &amp;nbsp; Judd Daniel C. &amp;nbsp; Rich L. &amp;nbsp; Princess B. Jsgsxr PM gives me your email addresses and I will send you invitations to the game as well as my Discord channel, which I use to voice nights grow longer, and cool in the air, more bites. The resorts
increase activity in preparation for solar hibernation and find any excuse for joy before the cold haunts everyone indoors. On a night of liars, no one is as it seems, or less than Kids and... The night grows longer, and the cold in the air, the more it bites. The resorts increase activity in preparation for solar hibernation and find any excuse for joy before the cold haunts everyone
indoors. On a night of liars, no one is as they seem, or less than usual. Kids and... The night grows longer, and the cold in the air, the more it bites. The resorts increase activity in preparation for solar hibernation and find any excuse for joy before the cold haunts everyone indoors. On a night of liars, no one is as they seem, or less than usual. Kids and... Cheers and
Congratulations! They're fine for Niklas Dynesius and James Clontz! They were among more than 400 contestants who entered our season 10 Goodies Giveaway from all sides of the world. The winners were selected at random, one from North America and one International. Every winner has won... Sage Advice Compendium has been updated from today, October 1 2020 –
while Sage Advice is DM advice only, and not required for al game, this update also includes links to new errata documents for The Curse of Fear, Ghosts of Saltmarsh, Storm King's Thunder, Tomb of Destruction, and... On our D&amp;D Celebration live broadcast adventurers Wanted! (video on demand now available!) Amy Lynn Dzura has announced the show's 10th season.
We give two sets of the bestnesses listed below, one for the North American winner and one for the international... Watch the edge, Steffil, stalling the master of the caravan Polstin, who struggled to hear it over all the loud winds, that it was a straight fall to your right; Lord Ferran will have my head if this delivery doesn't come to Easthaven. Two more deliveries failed him... Shock
and worry are clear across the faces of Maelstrom's court when the fiery giant king steps forward, his iron boots ringing over the stone floor. I have confirmed, Your Majesty. Turmish woman found Iltkazar scepter. If you like it, I can take the guard... Create a code of conduct for your questions about the events you want to follow, organize an event, start a club, host a downhill
game, create a D&amp;D online group, or similar collaboration. You will want to codify the expected social contract, address and prevent the problem... Voting for the 2020 ENnie Tabletop RPG Awards is open, and we are thrilled to be announced that members of the D&D Adventurers League community have been selected for all five nominations in the Best Organized Play
category! Jaunt at center Faerun (CCC-ALMOG-20), Noah GrandProtégé of the... Emma Hendren knows the challenges of managing night games the size of GIANT. Every Monday night, Emma organizes 50-70 Game of Adventurers for Dice Dojo games in Chicago. Hendren is comm will be commo to help. maintain a large, supportive and inviting community while juggling... With
rumours of a red war on the horizon, this Spotlight community is all about members of the League of Adventurers who wore roleplay amid factions. We have to thank them for what's coming... or guilt? Origins Game Fair will reveal everything with a red war epic! These... If you're playing the Adventurous League, you've probably faced enemies sanctioned by Will Doyle. This UK
game designer and cartographer has written some of the league's most popular modules, such as Coats and Shadows and Outlaws of the Iron Trails, and co-wrote Season 7's hardcover adventure... Ginny Loveday is so insouth about the League of Adventurers that she's even mayor of Phlan. You could identify her now-retired figure chancellor Calyps as the NPC in the disgusting
city of Moonsea after winning the 2017 Winter Fantasy election. Outside the forgotten worlds,... A while ago I had the opportunity to talk to Fenway and Satine Phoenix. I've known Fenway's father Aaron for a while, and he's always been very proud of her. But local shops in the Fenway area positively gush over her ability... Visiting as a guest of the Magic Montreal Festival, I had
the ultimate satisfaction of DMING for Steve Bissonnette's weekly players. When the game was over, the table was fast, it was rushed to the dungeon that was watching the game and its incredible terrain construction... A former local coordinator for the Omaha area, Dave Rosser remains the go-to guy for The Adventurers League issues in Nebraska and continues to help organize
AL for local game days, conventions and Facebook groups. A particularly special event he organised was the Tour of... Dylan Grinder is a fantasy cartographer and Twitch streamer on his channel, Anarisis. Having played Dungeons and Dragons since he was five years old (Dylan has a fondness for 2e, but he was finally won by another edition when it was presented 5e), Dylan
describes himself as a homebrew... David Collier has played every iteration of the Dungeons and Dragons since the red period box when he started rolling the dice into junior high and trading turns for a Dungeon Masters display with his friends. But between work, travel schedule and life in general, David almost walked away... Luke Reid admits he's new since he started playing
Dungeons and Dragons in August 2017 and the Adventurous League in September, but insists that if you want to be a good Dungeon Master, all it takes is passion and want to make sure people have fun. That's what Luke leads... Z...
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